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Abstract

This paper describes a new encoding scheme
for the representation of spanning trees� This
new encoding scheme is based on the factor�
ization of the determinant of the in�degree
matrix of the original graph� Each factor
represents a spanning tree if the determi�
nant corresponding to that factor is equal
to one� Our new determinant encoding will
be compared to the Pr�ufer encoding� and to
the node and link biased encoding by solv�
ing an NP�complete variation of the mini�
mum spanning tree problem� known as the
Probabilistic Minimum Spanning Tree Prob�
lem� Given a connected graph G�V�E�� a cost
function c�E����� and a probability func�
tion P��V����� 	
� the problem is to �nd an
a priori spanning tree of minimum expected
length� Our results show a signi�cant im�
provement in using the new determinant en�
coding and the node and link biased encod�
ing compared to Pr�ufer�s encoding� We also
show empirically that our new determinant
encoding scheme is as good as the node and
link biased encoding� Our new determinant
encoding works very well for restricted span�
ning trees� and for incomplete graphs�

� INTRODUCTION

The classical minimum spanning tree MST� is used
to help solve many combinatorial optimization prob�
lems� The MST problem has important applications
in transportation� communication network design� and
distribution systems�

Recently Bertsimas 	���� de�ned the Probabilistic
Minimum Spanning Tree PMST�� which is a varia�
tion of the minimum spanning tree where each vertex
is present with some given probability� The PMST
model is more realistic and representative of many
combinatorial optimization problems than the mini�

mum spanning tree� especially if the MST is NOT
the �best� solution for all instances of the problem�
When the vertex probability is one for each vertex� the
PMST problem reduces to the MST problem� Many
applications are natural for the PMST such as VLSI
design� communication network design� and organiza�
tional structures design�

In Section � a formal description of the PMST problem
is presented� In Section � we discuss Pr�ufer�s encod�
ing with some examples� Section � gives a review of
the Link and Node Biased LNB� encoding scheme�
Section � gives an introduction to the determinant
factorization and de�nes our new determinant encod�
ing scheme� Section � describes the genetic algorithm
GA� test cases and the results of our experiments�

� THE PMST PROBLEM

Bertsimas has formally de�ned the Probabilistic Mini�
mumSpanning Tree PMST� problem as follows Bert�
simas 	������ Given a connected undirected graph
G��V�E� � not necessarily complete� a cost function
c�E����� and a probability function P��V����� 	
�
the objective is to �nd a spanning tree� say T � that
minimizes the expected active cost� E�LT 
� where

E�LT 
 �
X
S�V

pS�LT S��

The above summation is taken over all subsets of V �
T�S� is the minimum subtree of T that is required to
interconnect all the nodes in S � and LT S� is the total
cost of the edges in T�S��

If one assumes that node i is active with probability pi
and that the nodes are independent� Bertsimas shows
that the expected active cost� E�LT 
� for a given span�
ning tree is given by the expression

E�LT 
 �
X
e�T

ce�

�
	�

Y
i�Ke

	� pi�

�
�



�
	�

Y
i�V�Ke
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�
�

The above summation is over all edges in the tree� T �
The removal of an edge� e� splits T into two subtrees�
The set of vertices in one subtree is denoted by Ke

and the set of vertices in the other subtree is denoted
by V � Ke� The above summation computing E�LT 

is On�� where n is the number of vertices� Bertsimas
also shows how to compute E�LT 
 in On� time�

� PR�UFER�S ENCODING

One of the classical theorems in graphical enumera�
tion is Cayley�s theorem Cayley 	����� that there
are n�n��� distinct labeled trees on a complete graph
with n vertices� Pr�ufer Pr�ufer 	�	��� provides a con�
structive proof of Cayley�s theorem by establishing a
one�to�one correspondence between such trees and the
set of all strings of n � � integers� where each integer
is between 	 and n inclusive�

The key to Pr�ufer�s code is the observation that for any
tree there are always at least two vertices of degree one
Skiena 	������ Hence� in a labeled tree T � the vertex
v incident to the lowest labeled vertex of degree one is
uniquely determined� and v becomes the �rst symbol
in the string� After deleting this edge we have a tree
with n�	 vertices� Repeating this operation until one
edge is left produces n � � integers between 	 and n
inclusive Skiena 	������

To reconstruct a tree T from Pr�ufer�s code� we note
that any vertex will appear in the code exactly one
time less than the degree of the vertex in T � Leaf
nodes� which have degree one� will not appear in the
code� Thus� it is possible to compute the degree of
all the vertices of T � and identify the lowest labeled
degree�one vertex in the tree� say u� Since the �rst
symbol in the code is the vertex incident to u� the �rst
edge is easily determined� and by repeating this op�
eration� the remaining edges can be determined� An
example is shown below illustrating Pr�ufer�s encoding�

The chromosome corresponding to the spanning tree
of a complete graph on nine vertices represented in
Figure 	 is � � � 	 � � 	�� The construction of the
chromosome encoding of Figure 	 is described as fol�
lows� Locate the node of degree one having the small�
est label� In this case� it is node �� Since node � is
the node the only node� in the tree that is adjacent
to node �� we assign � to the �rst allele in the cor�
responding chromosome� We continue the process on
the subtree resulting from removing node � and the
edge from node � to node �� We summarize this �rst
step and the successive steps of the construction�

� becomes �rst allele� removing node � and edge �����
� becomes next allele� removing node � and edge �����

and
� becomes next allele� removing node � and edge �����
	 becomes next allele� removing node � and edge 	����
� becomes next allele� removing node � and edge �����
� becomes next allele� removing node � and edge �����
and
	 becomes next allele� removing node � and edge 	����

The tree that remains consists of nodes 	 and � and the
edge 	���� The algorithm stops when the remaining
tree has two nodes and one edge remaining�

Conversely� since the procedure is not immediately ob�
vious� we also illustrate the strategy to construct a
spanning tree in a complete graph on nine nodes from
a given chromosome Skiena 	������ The key obser�
vation is that the degree of each labeled node is one
more than the cardinality of the node number in the
chromosome� For the chromosome � � � 	 � � 	�� the
degree of node 	� �� �� �� �� �� �� � and � is� respectively�
�� �� �� 	� 	� 	� �� 	 and 	�

The smallest labeled node of degree one is node ��
Since � is the �rst allele in the chromosome� node �
must be adjacent to node �� After inserting an edge
from node � to node �� we decrement the remaining
degree of node � from � to �� and decrement the re�
maining degree of node � from 	 to �� The process
then repeats�
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Figure 	� An Example Tree With Pr�ufer Encoding
Chromosome � � � 	 � � 	��

� THE LINK AND NODE BIASED

ENCODING

The link and node biased LNB� encoding was de�
veloped by Charles Palmer in his Ph�D� dissertation
Palmer 	������ His idea is described as follows�
Given a complete graphGV�E�� with n vertices� and a
cost function C � V �V ����� then the LNB encoding
for a spanning tree is a vector consisting of link biases
and node biases� Each link bias and each node bias
is an integer in the range ������� The spanning tree
corresponding to the LNB code is found by running
a minimum spanning tree algorithm on the modi�ed
cost function C��



C�
i�j � Ci�j � P� bi�j Cmax � P� bi � bj�Cmax�

Cmax is the maximum link cost in the graph� bi�j is
the link bias associated with the edge from node i to
node j� and bi is the node bias associated with node i�
The node and link biases are normalized to map to the
range ��� 	
 before using them in the equation above�
P� and P� are control parameters� Palmer used P� � �
and P� � 	 in his experiments�

Notice that one can generalize the Link and Node Bi�
ased Encoding� Consider the general concept utilized
by the LNB encoding� There are four components as
follows�

	� Start with some desired network topology� For
example� a spanning tree�

�� Given that there is an algorithm to �nd the de�
sired topology as a function of some parameter�
for example a node to node cost� we change or
bias the value of that parameter appropriately�

�� Run some desired network generation algorithm�
for example a minimum spanning tree MST�� us�
ing the biased parameter�

�� Finally� run the objective function on the result
of the previous step�

� DETERMINANT ENCODING

��� THE NUMBER OF SPANNING TREES

Even 	���� describes the following technique for �nd�
ing the number of spanning trees in a directed graph
developed by Tutte 	������

The in�degree matrixD of a digraph G�V�E� is de�ned
as follows�

Di� j� �

�
din�i� if i � j�

�k if i �� j

where din�i� is the number of edges coming into node
i � and k is the number of edges in G from i to j �

Lemma � �Even ������� A �nite digraph G�V�E��
with no self�loops is a directed tree with root r if and
only if its in�degree matrix D has the following two
properties�

�� The root has no edges coming in� and all other
nodes have one edge coming in� formally�

Di� i� �

�
� if i � r�
	 if i �� r�

	� The minor� resulting from erasing the rth row and
column from D and computing the determinant� is
��

Theorem � �Even ������� The number of directed
spanning trees with root r of a digraph with no self�
loops is given by the minor of its in�degree matrix
which results from the removal of the rth row and col�
umn�

The PMST problem is de�ned on an undirected graph
G�V�E�� and any solution to the PMST problem is
an undirected tree T � To see the relationship between
directed and undirected spanning trees� consider the
digraph G�V�E�� de�ned as follows� For every edge

u
e

� v in G de�ne the two edges u
e�

� v and v
e

��

� u in
G�� Regardless of the choice of r � V � there is a one�to�
one correspondence between the set of spanning trees
of G and the set of directed spanning trees of G�V�E��
with root r � Let T be a spanning tree of G � If the edge

u
e

� v is in T and if u is closer than v to r in T then
pick e� for T �� if v is closer� pick e��� Also� given T �� it
is easy to �nd the corresponding T by simply ignoring
the directions� i�e�� the existence of either e� or e�� in
T � implies that e is in T Even 	������ De�ning the
degree matrix of G to be the in�degree matrix of G��
we can state�

Theorem � �Even ������� The number of span�
ning trees of an undirected graph with no self�loops is
equal to any of the minors of its degree matrix which
results from the erasure of a row and a corresponding
column�

An example is shown below illustrating the determi�
nant factorization�

Given the complete digraph of � vertices the in�degree
matrix D is�

D �

�
� �	 �	

�	 � �	
�	 �	 �

�
�

If we remove the �rst row and column assuming vertex
	 to be the root�� and compute the determinant of the
resulting matrix i�e the number of spanning trees� T �
we get�

T �

���� � �	
�	 �

���� � �� 	 � ��

To �nd these spanning trees it is necessary to decom�
pose the above determinant into columns which repre�
sent an edge in every column� First� the � � � deter�
minant can be written as�����

	 �	 �	
� � �	
� �	 �

����� �



In this instance we have reinserted the �rst row of D
except its �rst entry� which we make equal to 	� All
other entries in the �rst column are changed to zero�
Next� using linearity of the determinant function and
simple observation� we can decompose each column
except the �rst� into columns which consist of a single
�	 and a single �	� as shown in Figure ��

�����
	 �	 �	
� � �	
� �	 �

����� �

�����
	 �	 �	
� 	 �
� � 	

������
�����
	 �	 �
� 	 �	
� � 	

�����
�

�����
	 � �	
� 	 �
� �	 	

������
�����
	 � �
� 	 �	
� �	 	

�����
Figure �� The Determinant Factors For A Complete
Graph With � Vertices �

Each of the four determinants on the right side of the
equal sign� shown in Figure �� corresponds to a selec�
tion of n�	 edges of the original graph� Figure � shows�
in respective order� the four graphs corresponding to
the factors left to right� in Figure ��
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Figure �� The � Graphs Corresponding To The Deter�
minant Factors For The � Node Complete Graph� The
� Valid Spanning Trees Are Denoted By Boldface�

For example in Figure � and Figure � the determinant�����
	 �	 �	
� 	 �
� � 	

�����
corresponds to the tree

1 2

3

The directed edge from node 	 to node � results from
the �	 entry in row 	 and column �� The directed edge
from node 	 to node � results from the �	 entry in row
	 and column �� Similarly� the determinant�����

	 �	 �
� 	 �	
� � 	

�����

corresponds to the tree

1 2

3

The determinant�����
	 � �
� 	 �	
� �	 	

����� � �

does NOT represent a valid tree� Any factor that eval�
uates to zero is NOT a valid tree� The meaning of the
��digit code shown in parenthesis in Figure � below
each graph will be explained in the next section�

��� THE GA ENCODING SCHEME

Several researchers have investigated the bene�ts of
solving combinatorial optimization problems using ge�
netic algorithms Abuali� Schoenefeld� and Wain�
wright 	���� 	���a� 	���b�� Blanton and Wainwright
	����� Corcoran and Wainwright 	����� De Jong
and Spears 	����� and Whitley� Starkweather� and
Fuquay 	������ Davis 	���� 	��	�� Goldberg 	����
and Rawlins 	��	� provide an excellent in depth
study of genetic algorithms� It is assumed that the
reader is familiar with the fundamentals of genetic al�
gorithmsGA�� The GA package used in this research
is LibGA Corcoran and Wainwright 	������

De�ne the edge�range vector R of a digraph G�V�E�
as follows�

Rj� � fi j Di� j� � �	g for j � 	 to n

where D is the in�degree matrix� Furthermore� de�
�ne a determinant code� DC to be a string of n � 	
integers� where n is the number of vertices in the orig�
inal graph� and the j � 	 position in the string is se�
lected from R�j� for j � � to n� For example� the set
of all determinant codes for a � vertex graph is given
by� fx�� x�� j xj � Rj� �j � �� �g � If DC is a deter�
minant code� the j � 	 position in DC represents the
row index of an entry of �	 in the j �th column of the
in�degree matrix� A k in the j � 	 position of DC
corresponds to an edge from vertex k to j � Each span�
ning tree corresponds to a determinant code� However�
there are �infeasible� determinant codes that do not
correspond to spanning trees� This is the determinant
encoding scheme used for our GA�

The edge�range vector � R� for the complete graph on
� nodes is

f�� �g � f	� �g � f	� �g��

Since R�� � f	� �g and R�� � f	� �g� the set of all
determinant codes is



f	� 	�� 	� ��� �� 	�� �� ��g �

The subgraphs corresponding to the determinant
codes are labeled in Figure ��

As another example� the � node complete graph has
the following in�degree matrix�

D �

�
��

� �	 �	 �	
�	 � �	 �	
�	 �	 � �	
�	 �	 �	 �

	

� �

The edge�range vector � R� is

f�� �� �g � f	� �� �g � f	� �� �g � f	� �� �g��

and the set of determinant codes has twenty seven el�
ements determined by R��� R��� and R���

Assuming that vertex one is the root and selecting�������
	 � � �	
� 	 �	 �
� � 	 �
� �	 � 	

�������
as one of the determinant factors� the corresponding
determinant code DC is � � 	�� This follows since �	
is in row � of column �� �	 is in row � of column �� and
�	 is in row 	 of column �� The corresponding edges
are �� �� �� �� 	� �� The resulting spanning tree
is

1 4 2 3 .

��� REPAIRING DETERMINANT CODES

The determinant encoding scheme sometimes produces
graphs which are NOT spanning trees� The determi�
nant encoding scheme has the following properties� If
we ensure that the root is included in the determinant
code� then any component in the graph resulting from
the code will have two or more vertices� Furthermore�
one of the components will be a tree component� Each
of the other components will contain only one cycle�
This is true because any given vertex has an in�degree
of one� and therefore any component will only have
one cycle at most�

Our algorithm for repairing determinant codes is de�
scribed as follows�

	� Scan the determinant code� DC� to ensure that
the root is in the code� If the root is not already in
the code� replace a randomly selected allele with
the root�

�� Identify the set of components� C� in the graph
resulting from the determinant code in step 	�

�� If the number of connected components is equal to
one� then the determinant code represents a tree�
and no repair is required� Otherwise perform the
repair described in step ��

�� Let NC be the number of components in the
graph represented by the determinant code� Let
T be the component that is a tree� Let
C�� C�� � � � � CNC�� be the various other compo�
nents� Let T be the component that is a tree�

While the number of connected components NC
is greater than one� repeat the following steps�

a� Select randomly a vertex� i� from T to be�
come the parent�

b� Select randomly a component� Ck�

c� Select randomly a vertex� j� from the vertices
forming the cycle in componentCk to become
the child of parent i�

d� Let DCj � 	� � i�

e� Let T � T
S
V Ck�� where V Ck� returns the

vertices in Ck�

f� Let NC � NC � 	�
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Figure �� The Components Corresponding To The De�
terminant Code 	 � � � � � � ��� a� Shows The Tree
Component T � b� Shows The Cycle Component C��
c� Shows The Second Cycle Component C�� d� Show
The Spanning Tree Resulting From The Determinant
Repair Algorithm�

The determinant code 	 � � � � � � �� for a com�
plete graph on � nodes corresponds to the subgraph
represented by Figure �a�� Figure �b�� and Figure
�c�� The repair described in step � produces the
spanning tree in Figure �d� as follows� Select node
	 in the tree component� T � Figure �a�� Select com�
ponent C�� Figure �b�� Select node � in component



C�� Let DC�� � 	� which connects node 	 to node
�� and also disconnects the edge from node � to node
�� Now there are two components left� a tree which
combined Figure �a� and �b�� and component C��
Figure �c�� We repeat step � of the algorithm one
more time� Select node � from the tree� select node
� from C�� Now an edge from node � to node � is
generated when DC�� � �� This has the side e�ect
of removing the edge from node � to node �� The re�
sulting determinant code for Figure �d� is 	 � 	 � �
� � ���

� GENETIC ALGORITHM TEST

CASES AND RESULTS

	�� TEST CASES

Ten data sets with ��� ��� and �� nodes each were
constructed producing a total of �� cases�� In each
case a complete graph was generated� The nodes were
randomly placed on a 	���	�� grid� The cost of each
edge is the Euclidean distance� The probability as�
sociated with each node in all cases was �xed at ��	�
Each data set used a di�erent random number seed to
generate random coordinate positions for the nodes�
For each of the test cases the expected active cost of
the classical MST was compared to the expected ac�
tive cost of various spanning trees evolved by applying
genetic algorithm strategies to three di�erent encod�
ings of spanning trees� the Pr�ufer encoding� the Link
and Node Biased encoding� and our new Determinant
Encoding�

	�� GA PARAMETERS

For the Pr�ufer encoding scheme we used the crossover
operator Alter Allele and the mutation operator Alter
Allele� From our previous research work� we have de�
termined these two crossover and mutation operators
generally produce the best results when used with the
Pr�ufer encoding Abuali� Schoenefeld� and Wainwright
	���a��� For the Link and Node Biased encoding we
used the crossover operator uniform and the mutation
operator swap� The mutation rate was ����	� For the
determinant encoding scheme we used the crossover
operator uniform and the mutation operator Alter Al�
lele� The mutation rate for both the Pr�ufer encod�
ing and the determinant encoding was set dynamically�
based on the population�s �tness variance as the �t�
ness variance decreased the mutation rate increased��

	�� RESULTS

Table 	 shows the results of the PMST problem for
the �� node data sets� The greedy algorithm used
for constructing the spanning trees was the classical
MST algorithm� The expected active cost of the MST
was then computed� The expected active cost for the

PMST problem using the greedy strategy� the Pr�ufer
encoding� the determinant encoding without repair
and with repair� and the Link and Node Biased en�
coding are shown for each of the 	� random test cases�
The GA using the Pr�ufer encoding produces the same
answer as the determinant encoding no repair� and
the Link and Node Biased encoding in only one test
case number VII�� The determinant encoding without
repair ties with the Link and Node Biased encoding in
three out of the ten test cases� The determinant en�
coding with repair tied with the LNB encoding in �
of the 	� test cases� For test case III the determinant
encoding produced better result than the LNB encod�
ing� The ��� in Table 	� Table �� and Table � indicates
best performers�

The results for the �� node� and �� node data sets
are shown in Table � and Table �� respectively� Ta�
ble � shows that the determinant encoding produc�
ing better results than the LNB encoding for � of the
	� test cases� This demonstrates that our determi�
nant encoding scheme is competitive with other well
known schemes for representing spanning trees� Table
� shows that determinant encoding No Repair� pro�
duced a better result than the LNB encoding for only
one of the test cases�

� CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes a new encoding scheme of span�
ning trees� This new method� the determinant encod�
ing� explores the fact that all undirected spanning trees
can be derived from all directed trees rooted at node
i where i can be any node� by changing the directed
edges to undirected edges� To the authors� knowledge
this scheme has not been presented before� We com�
pared our determinant encoding to the Link and Node
Biased encoding developed recently by Palmer by ap�
plying these encodings to the Probabilistic Minimum
Spanning Tree PMST� problem� Our results show
that our encoding is competitive with the LNB encod�
ing� and in some test cases produced better results�
The determinant encoding scheme also works well on
other types of graphs such as incomplete graphs� and
restricted spanning trees� The determinant encoding
scheme represents an alternative encoding scheme for
representing trees in genetic algorithms�
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